QTIP (Trusts)

USE Qualified terminable interest property trusts

Qu.

USE Qu (Chinese literature)

Qu (Chinese literature) (May Subd Geog)

[PL2564-PL2565.8 (Collections)]

UF Chü [Former heading]

Qu [Former heading]

BT Chinese literature

NT Ju qu

San qu

—Yuan dynasty, 1260-1368

[PL2355.4 (History)]

[PL2565 (Collections)]

UF Yu qu

—Ming dynasty, 1368-1644

[PL2355.4 (History)]

[PL2565.4 (Collections)]

—Qing dynasty, 1644-1912

[PL2565.6 (History)]

[PL2565.6 (Collections)]

Qu Family Courtyard (Qi Xian, Shanxi Sheng, China)

USE Qu jia da yuan (Qi Xian, Shanxi Sheng, China)

Qu jia da yuan (Qi Xian, Shanxi Sheng, China)

Chü Family Courtyard (Qi Xian, Shanxi Sheng, China)

Qu Family Courtyard (Qi Xian, Shanxi Sheng, China)

Qu was the Chinese term for the "quadrachord." Here are entered works discussing collectively the cluster of cities along the Mississippi River comprised of Rock Island and Moline in Illinois and Davenport and Bettendorf in Iowa.

Quad Cities and 2 Nuclear Power Plants (Ill.)

USE Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station (Ill.)

Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station (Ill.)

UF Quad Cities 1 and 2 Nuclear Power Plants (Ill.)

BT Nuclear power plants—Illinois

Quad rugby

USE Wheelchair rugby

Quad Runner (All terrain vehicle)

USE Suzuki QuadRunner (All terrain vehicle)

Quad

USE Quad (Germanic people)

Quad (May Subd Geog)

USE Quad [Former heading]

BT Ethnology—Czech Republic

Germanic peoples

Quadra, Boca de (Alaska)

USE Boca de Quadra (Alaska)

Quadra, Porto de (Washington)

USE Discovery Bay (Washington : Bay)

Quadra Bay (Alaska)

USE Boca de Quadra (Alaska)

Quadra Channel (Alaska)

USE Boca de Quadra (Alaska)

Quadragua Island (B.C.)

BT Islands—British Columbia

Discovery Islands (B.C.)

Quadrochord (May Subd Geog)

USE Bowed stringed instruments

Plucked instruments

Quadrochord music (May Subd Geog)

Here are entered compositions not in a specific form or of a specific type for solo quadrochord, and collections of compositions in several forms or types for solo quadrochord.

SA headings for forms and types of music that include "quadrochord" or "quadrochords" and headings with medium of performance that include "quadrochord" or "quadrochords"

Quadralberis

USE Trachyleberididae

Quadragades, Generalized finite

USE Finite generalized quadrangles

Quadragades (Plazas)

USE Plazas

Quadran

USE Quadrants (Astronomical instruments)

Quadranter

USE Cadron Creek (Ark.)

Quadrantr (Astronomical instruments) (May Subd Geog)

[QB105 (Astronomy)]

[VK583 (Navigation)]

UF Quadrant [Former heading]

BT Astronomical instruments

Nautical instruments

Quadraphonic sound systems

[TK7881.8]

UF Four-channel sound systems

Sound systems, Quadraphonic

BT Sound—Recording and reproducing

Stereo sound systems

Quadras

USE Quadrats, Portuguese

Quadratic assignment problem

USE QAP (Mathematics)

BT Assignment problems (Programming)

Combinatorial optimization

Quadrochord differentials

USE Differentials, Quadratic

BT Geometric function theory

Quadratic equations

USE Equations, Quadratic

Quadric fields

USE Fields, Quadratic

BT Algebraic fields
Quartets (Bassoon, oboe, violin, violoncello), Arranged
USE Quartets (Bassoon, oboe, violin, violoncello) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Flute, harp, viola, cello) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harp, cello) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass)
USE Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (May Subd Geog)
[May400-M462]
UF Quartets (Clarinet, flute, harmonium, double bass) (Former heading)
[citation]
Quinta de los Molinos (Havana, Cuba)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Molinos, Quinta de los (Havana, Cuba)
BT National monuments—Cuba
BT Office buildings—Cuba
USE Quinta de los Molinos (Havana, Cuba)

Quinta de Mil Flores (Lisbon, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Flores, Quinta de Mil (Lisbon, Portugal)
BT Embassy buildings—Portugal
USE Quinta de Mil Flores (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores (Lisbon, Portugal)
(Bassoon, clarinet, violin, viola, cello)

Quinta de Mirabel (Spain)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Abel, Quinta de (Spain)
BT Dwellings—Spain
USE Quinta de Mirabel (Spain)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Parque da (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Quinta da Boa Vista, Parque da (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
BT Dwellings—Brazil
USE Quinta da Boa Vista, Parque da (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta da Aveleda, Palace (Penafiel, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Aveleda, Quinta da, Palace (Penafiel, Portugal)
BT Buildings—Portugal
USE Quinta da Aveleda, Palace (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta d'Aveleda (Penafiel, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Aveleda, Quinta d'(Penafiel, Portugal)
BT Buildings—Portugal
USE Quinta d'Aveleda (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palácio de Belém (Lisbon, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Palácio de Belém, Quinta da Boa Vista (Lisbon, Portugal)
BT Embassies—Portugal
USE Quinta da Boa Vista, Palácio de Belém (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Fója (Arcega de Foz, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)
UF Fója, Quinta de (Arcega de Foz, Portugal)
BT Farms—Portugal

Quinta de Los Molinos, Palace of (Havana, Cuba)
(May Subd Geog)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)
(May Subd Geog)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Selgas, Palace of (Colombres, Spain)

Quinta da Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta d'Aveleda, Palace of (Penafiel, Portugal)

Quinta da Boa Vista, Palace of (São Cristóvão, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)

Quinta de Mil Flores, Palace of (Lisbon, Portugal)